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Over the past thirty-five years, the reform and opening to the outside world 
has changed Chinese civil society widely and deeply. When the government 
loosed its strong control, Chinese social organizations have increased rapidly. 
Among these organizations, one of them is very attractive. I call it “Chinese 
lawyer association”. As China faced a lot of social transformation problems, the 
old legal construction mold also faced great challenge. Therefore, we have to do 
a lot of adjustment, and the Chinese lawyer association is an important driving 
force to advance the adjustment. The thesis describes the outline of Chinese 
lawyer association and gives an outline study on its content, function and future. 
The Chinese lawyer association includes Chinese judge association, Chinese 
procurator association, Chinese police association, Chinese greffier association, 
Chinese mediator association, Chinese law society, and so on. The function of 
Chinese lawyer association is: advancing social management innovation, 
promoting social society development, boosting the formation of legal 
professional community, pushing forward the establishment of diverse dispute 
resolution mechanisms, providing multi-cultural rule by law support, 
participating international legal construction, and so on. Hence, the thesis is 
divided into four parts: the first part discusses the challenges of old legal 
construction mold, draw the outline of basic aspect of the rule of legal 
construction mold. The second part defines the concept of Chinese lawyer 
association and describes the content and features of it, for the function of the 
foundation. The third part argues about the function of Chinese social 
organizations in all aspects of change, point the way for its future development. 
The forth part analyzes a case about Chinese arbitration society. Based on that 
situation, I point out the future road of Chinese social organizations. 
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